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QUALITY, INNOVATION AND DESIGN
IN THE HOTEL ROOM, BY BENTLEY
We Design, Develop, Deliver.
Since 1974 we have been dedicated to designing, developing and delivering the 
nicests hotel room products for guests all around the world. We, as travellers 
ourselves, know what we want. While developing our products we do not only 
focus on the guests, but we also keep housekeeping and management in mind.



We design, develop and 
deliver memorable guest 
experiences
Together
In this industry it’s all about working together to perform 
each and every day. Together with you we want to turn a 
regular stay into a memorable experience.

Eye for detail
With our eye for detail and design we just don’t develop 
beautiful-looking products, we are focused on products 
which are user-friendly, reliable and strong to always be on 
duty. That’s why we offer a 3 year warranty on our complete 
Bentley collection.

Service with a smile
For you, as hotel or distributor, doing business with Bentley 
means service with a smile every day, thanks to our friendly 

customer support and sales team. Our warehouse 
and reliable logistic partners makes sure that 
we can deliver our products quickly to any hotel 
worldwide. 

In this catalogue you can find our range of 
products to make every room complete.
If you want to know more about us or our 
products, don’t hesitate and please let our 
team know. We are more than happy to help.

The Bentley Team

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

By selecting Bentley products you get well-engineered 
products, because of our 30+ years of global experience.  
Together we create that memorable experience for the guests.
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start in the hotel industry 
by producing trouser presses

world’s First wooden 
welcome tray

established as a trading company 
for wooden furniture

start production ironing centres 
and more hotel products

Bentley launched it’s
second Brand: MOOR

world’s First battery-free 
digital hotel scale

world’s First hotel hair dryer 
with retractable cord

world’s First 0,5L kettle 
for the hotel industry

1974
1985
2000
2008
2010
2013
2017
2018

travellers’ contact
15.000.000

ironing centres
250.000

pallets average on stock
1.000

customers
2.500

countries
100

milestones
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Designers want to create a certain look and feel. We are able to 
transform their ideas into reality, with products that not only 

makes the hotel operator happy because they are practical and 
well-made, but also provide convenience for guests. All this 

while remaining within budget and for a good price.

We are always improving our products with the latest trends 
and technologies in mind, from implementing retractable 
power cords and water-saving features to selecting new 
designs and colours for our range of welcome trays and 

luggage racks. Find out more about Bentley’s bespoke design 
by contacting us today.

Take a look at some examples of our bespoke products, 
by changing sizes and details of our standard collection 

welcome trays and luggage racks we create something special.

Do you have any special requests or 
great ideas? Thanks to our design 

team we can provide bespoke 
solutions, to create the perfect

in-room products. Interior designers 
around the world make great 

designs; we are able to manufacture 
according to their ideas.
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Modena in bronze colour
and special

bespoke XL size
Modena in
matte black colour

Modena in antique
brushed colour

Modena with cognac 
coloured straps

Canella in special
black lacquer

Extra wide
Xanthic Coffee & Tea

Modena 
in gold colour

bespoke design

+

various 
options in 

wood colour

Xanthic with round edges
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designers
What did you want to achieve with this Laser tray?
An organiser for irons must be very easy to use for a hotel 
guest. A safe storage place for the iron. And it should look 
elegant. The existing metal storage baskets were quite 
dated and needed to be replaced. In the Laser organiser, 
different functions are invisibly combined. Easy to use, 
functional in its use, easy to put the iron away and the iron 
is well-protected when stored away.  

What are the advantages of this Laser organiser?
All functions are combined in a single, simple component. 
All Bentley irons fit easily into this design. Thanks to 
two silicone caps, the iron glides and does not slide 
inadvertently. The “wings” on the side edges and underside 
lock the iron. 

Why did you choose these materials?
You cannot help but notice that the material of the Laser 
tray is the best in high technology. This was necessary to 

Joop Steenkamer is the owner of 
Steenkamer Design, an industrial 

design agency which specialises in 
inventing and designing products.  

Industrial design is the process of creating a product and its relationship with 
the user. Industrial designers influence all aspects of the product lifestyle, from 
purchasing decision and brand recognition to intended use and safety.
Although industrial designers may come from various backgrounds, they are 
always considered creative problem solvers –making them essential to the 
development of a product. We sat down with our in-house designers
Joop Steenkamer and Helge Docters van Leeuwen to discuss our innovative 
industrial design process and the value it provides for our clients.

lend the whole object a simple appearance. And it can 
endure the high temperature of the iron. 

What other products have you designed for Bentley?
I have been designing for Bentley for many years already. It 
started in 2001 with the Azure ironing board. I also designed 
the Cobalt and Pablo ironing boards. Over 250.000 pieces 
have been sold already. And the Ruby tray and Magenta tray 
also bear my signature. 

What is typical of your designs?
Functionality for the user, ease for housekeeping. In 
my designs I always strive to minimise the number of 
components. That is important for the cost price of a 
product now. But at least as important for the recycling of 
the products later. 

Joop 
Steenkamer



What did you want to achieve with this kettle?
Form and functionality must be distinctive within the 
Bentley selection compared to what the competitors offer. 
Kettles for the consumer market are sufficiently available 
in all forms, sizes and colours but for use in hotels there 
is only a very limited selection. Hotels today also use 
consumer products but these constantly run into functional 
problems in daily operation.  
 
What are the advantages of this kettle?
This kettle is small but robust and has a functional signal 
all around the body which means that from all sides at a 
distance you can still see that the water heats up. A stylish 
design that blends in with many interiors. Ideal volume 
of 0,7 lt. Easy cleaning thanks to wide opening. Dry boil 
function and auto shut off. With this new hotel kettle, 
Bentley has invested in its own manufacturing process and 
has a firm grip on the components used.  
 
Why did you choose these materials?
Plastic is an underrated material. It would be nice if it 
were possible to put PP into a 100% re-use cycle all on its 
own and thereby the product would contribute to meeting 
sustainability goals. For now, PP is one of the plastics that 
can be better re-used than others and this is a start.

Helge Docters van Leeuwen
is the owner of HDVL Designmakers, 

an interior design agency which 
focuses on hospitality projects and 
environments where guests can go 

to relax. They invent and shape large 
hotel projects.

The SS interior shell is hygienic and easy to clean. Easy 
cleaning is a must in your hotel. That is why the interior is 
made of pieces of stainless steel with round edges. 
 
What other products have you designed for Bentley?
HDVL Designmakers is in fact an interior design firm 
with a focus on larger-scale hospitality projects. HDVL 
Designmakers has a designer in its service who was 
originally a product designer, so two specific areas of 
expertise came together seamlessly. We worked i.a. on the 
Xanthic and the Canella welcome tray.
 
What is typical of your designs?
HDVL Designmakers designs to fit the context. This means 
that, in terms of form and number, you will not easily find 
similarities between our projects. For Bentley products this 
means that the use environment is the hotel room.
We know exactly in what kinds of places these products 
will be placed and what functional limiting conditions this 
context can bring with it. The designs that we have made 
up to now have a monolithic character, which is to say they 
must have a simplicity in form, use and production and that 
the products must have a certain independence.
This allows them to acquit themselves well on a world-wide 
playing field.  

Helge
Docters

van Leeuwen
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ironing
centres
STRONG, STABLE & EASY TO USE
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Picture shows:
Swirl board 3518N, 
organiser at top 3556N
and Steam iron
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Swirl+
compact ironing board
• compact mesh frame board, fits into small areas
• easy to use, adjustable in height
• extra thick matte black legs for extra stability
• available with or without integrated hanger 
 or separate organiser 

Dimensions:
folded: 37 x 7,5 x 117 cm (w x d x h)
ironing surface: 112 x 37 cm (w x d)
Item number: 3518N (ironing board only)

Check the matrix on 
page 17 to create 
your own ironing 

center

Iron and organiser to be
ordered separately

organiser 
at top
Item number: 3556N

organiser 
at bottom
Item number: 3557N

Laser
organiser
Item number: 3562N

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



• compact and comfortable ironing surface 
• only 110 cm height when stored in the wardrobe 
• strong steel powder coated legs 
• available with or without
 integrated hanger or
 separate organiser

Dimensions:
folded:
40 x 8,5 x 102 cm (w x d x h)
ironing surface:
100 x 40 cm (w x d)
Item number: 
3546 (ironing board only)

Ocean
most compact ironing board

organiser
at top
Item number: 3553N

available
options:

Ocean, hook flat 
Item number: 3542

>>

12

Iron and
organiser

to be ordered
separately

Picture shows:
Ocean board 3546,
organiser at top 3553N
and Dry iron

>>
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Indigo
full-size mesh frame 
ironing board

organiser 
at top

organiser 
at bottom

Laser
organiser

• full-size board, comfortable ironing surface
• all-round user friendly, board is height adjustable
• solid steel matte black legs
• available with or without integrated hanger 
 or separate organiser
 
 
Dimensions:
folded: 42 x 7,5 x 134 cm (w x d x h)
ironing surface: 118 x 42 cm (w x d) 
Item number: 
3581 (ironing board only)

We offer multiple storage 
solutions for our ironing 

boards to fit every 

Item number: 3556N Item number: 3583N Item number: 3562N

Iron and organiser to be
ordered separately

Picture shows:
Indigo board 3581,
organiser at top 3556N 
and Steam iron
retractable



• very compact and useful ironing surface
• perfect ironing height due to the table/desk placement
• integrated iron rest for securely placing an iron
• easy to place, use and store

Dimensions:
folded: 31 x 4,5 x 90 cm (w x d x h) 
ironing surface: 82 x 31 cm (w x d) 
Item number: 3549 (ironing board only)
    

Pablo
compact tabletop ironing board

• official replacement parts
• strong padded quality in dark grey colour
• available for all Bentley ironing boards
• supplied per 10 pieces

perfect fit

quality 
stitching

Ironing board covers
padded additional covers

Item numbers: 
Swirl+ 3501 
Ocean 3548
Indigo 3584
Pablo 3559

14

Iron and organiser
to be ordered

separately

Picture shows:
Pablo board 3549
with Dry iron

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



Laser organiser
compact and convenient 
iron organiser
• space-saving and easy to use
• multi-purpose, can be used for 
 storing an iron and as an ironing
 board hanger
• suitable for all Bentley irons
 and ironing boards, hooks are
 adjustable in height
• to be mounted into the wardrobe
• easy to mount and adjust
 (screws included)
• made of strong, durable
 heat-resistant material

Dimensions:
14 x 2 x 21 cm (w x d x h)
Item number: 3562N

Snake
organiser
compact iron organiser

• compact, versatile and easy to use
• strong horizontal bracket for storing an iron
• vertical support bracket to store an
 ironing board upright
• suitable for all Bentley irons and
 ironing boards
• made of strong metal, easy to clean

Dimensions:
7 x 10 x 25 cm (w x d x h)
Item number: 3503N

15
Can also be used 
without the rubber 

hooks, as iron
organiser only.

bentley 
in-house

design
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Maximum safety due 
to Auto shut-off

• safe auto shut-off after 30 seconds when unused 
 and horizontal (8 minutes when vertical)
• non-stick soleplate
• red “in use” indicator light
• compact and comfortable grip
• 250 cm cable (available with most international plugs)
• 900-1100 w (220 - 240 v / 50 - 60 Hz)
• easy to use and clean, no water needed
• CE / Intertek GS approved 
 
Dimensions:
26,5 x 11 x 13 cm (w x d x h)
Item numbers: 
EU 3409 / UK 3411

Dry iron
hotel safe dry iron with auto 
shut-off movement sensor

• safe auto shut-off after 30 seconds when unused
 and horizontal (8 minutes when vertical) 
• scratch-resistant nano ceramic soleplate 
• red “in use” indicator light 
• powerful steam blast and spray function (70 g/min) 
• 250 cm cable (available with most international plugs) 
• 1600-2000 w (220 – 240 v / 50 - 60 Hz) 
• 250 ml water tank 
• convenient cable storage
• CE / Intertek GS approved 

Dimensions:
27 x 11,5 x 17 cm (w x d x h)
Item numbers:
EU 3403H / 
UK 3402H

• safe auto shut-off after 30 seconds when unused
 and horizontal (8 minutes when vertical) 
• non-stick ceramic soleplate 
• steam boost and spray function 
• 195 cm retractable cord 
• 2000-2200 w (220 – 240 v / 50 – 60 Hz) 
• 250 ml water tank 
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
31 x 12 x 15 cm (w x d x h)
Item numbers: 
EU 3407 / 
UK 3405

Steam iron
hotel safe iron with powerful 
steam functions 

Steam iron 
retractable
hotel safe steam iron with retractable cord 

large opening 
prevents water spillage

 powerful steam blast
and spray function

convenient 
cable bumper
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Specifications
ironing centres

Frame type Metal mesh frame Metal mesh frame Metal mesh frame Metal mesh frame

Removable cover (cotton dark grey) (cotton dark grey) (cotton dark grey) (cotton dark grey)

SIZES & WEIGHT (w x d x h)

Ironing height 82 cm 82 cm 85,5 cm√ 16 cm + table height

Adjustable height 

Ironing surface 112 x 37 cm 100 x 40 cm 118 x 42 cm 82 x 41 cm

Size folded 37 x 7,5 x 117 cm 40 x 8,5 x 102 cm 42 x 7,5 x 134 cm 31 x 4,5 x 90 cm

Weight 4,5 kg 4,2 kg 5,3 kg 2,9 kg

OPTIONS

Integrated organisers: (all Bentley irons fit, unless otherwise mentioned)

Organiser at top                (3556N)                (3553N)                (3556N)

Organiser at bottom                (3557N)                 (3583N)

Hook flat                 (3542)                           

Wall-mounted organisers:

Laser organiser                (3562N)                (3562N)                (3562N)                (3562N)

Snake organiser                (3503N)                (3503N)                (3503N)

Wall bracket                (3324)

•

•

• standard included   * only as separate iron organiser   ** no iron storage

* *

Product name Swirl+ Ocean Indigo Pablo
Article number 3518N 3546 3581 3549

** **

**

For more technical details view our technical product sheets. Download these via www.bentleyeurope.com or contact us.



welcome
trays &
kettles

ELEGANT & TIMELESS
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Xanthic small
dutch-designed stylish wooden welcome tray

• compact beech wood welcome tray
• anti-theft: cable can be fixed to the base of the tray
• integrated space for the kettle base
• two indentations for sachets and spoons
• easy to clean due to rounded corners
• strong lacquer to minimise scratches and stains

Dimensions:
42 x 20 x 4 cm (w x d x h)
overall height with Coral kettle: 22 cm
Item number: 4115P (dark mahogany)

Xanthic
dutch-designed stylish wooden welcome tray
• made of durable beech wood
• anti-theft: cable can be fixed to the base of the tray
• integrated space for the kettle base
• four indentations for sachets and spoons
• easy to clean due to rounded corners
• strong lacquer to minimise scratches and stains

Dimensions:
50 x 20 x 4 cm (w x d x h)
overall height: incl. Saffron view
kettle: 24,5 cm
overall height: incl. Coral
kettle: 22 cm
Item number:
4072P (dark mahogany)

we make
bespoke designs

on request

19

Accessories 
and kettle

not included

Optional: Xanthic mug
Item number: 4080

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



Xanthic large
dutch-designed stylish wooden 
welcome tray

• large welcome tray made of beech wood
• extra space for coffee machine or kettle
• two big indentions for sachets and spoons
• easy to clean due to rounded corners
• strong lacquer to minimise scratches and stains

Dimensions:
41 x 30 x 4 cm (w x d x h)
overall height with coffee machine: 29,5 cm
Item number: 4116 (dark mahogany)

Accessories 
and kettle

not included

Our welcome trays are
available in various sizes and colours.
On request we also tailor-make our
trays to fit your specific needs. 

Xanthic Coffee & Tea
dutch-designed stylish wooden 
welcome tray

• made of durable beech wood
• anti-theft: cable can be fixed to the base of the tray
• suitable for both a coffee machine and a kettle
• all Bentley kettles fit into the integrated base
• designated areas for capsules and ingredients
• easy to clean due to rounded corners
• strong lacquer to minimise scratches and stains

Dimensions:
42 x 31,5 x 4 cm (w x d x h)
overall height with Crimson kettle: 22 cm
Item number: 4135P (dark mahogany)
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Canella
wooden welcome tray in 
dark mahogany colour

Orange
compact dutch-designed wooden 
welcome tray

• space-saving beech wood welcome tray
• hygienic consumables drawer 
• three compartments for ingredients 
• luxurious black canella mugs included
• drawer and mugs made from food-safe melamine 
• anti-theft: cable can be fixed to the base of the tray

Dimensions:
25 x 17 x 5 cm (w x d x h)
overall height with 
Halo kettle: 22 cm 
Item number: 4160

Canella mug
Item number: 4161N

• anti-theft: cable can be fixed to the base of the tray 
• integrated space for the kettle base
• 4 recesses for sachets and spoons 
• easy to clean due to rounded corners
• strong lacquer to minimise scratches and stains 
• available in stylish black, made of beech wood

Dimensions:
24 x 24 x 4 cm (w x d x h) 
overall height with Coral kettle:
22 cm height 
Item number: 4215

Optional: Xanthic mug
Item number: 4080

Accessories 
and kettle

not included
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At Bentley we believe that the welcome trays we design, develop and deliver should need

to be both comfortable and stylish. We want guests to have a very welcome experience.

22 feeling
welcome

ELEGANT & TIMELESS
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Specifications welcome trays

Size of the tray (w x d h) 42 x 20 x 4 cm 50 x 20 x 4 cm 41 x 30 x 4 cm 42 x 31,5 x 4 cm 25 x 17 x 5 cm 24 x 24 x 4 cm

Integrated kettle base 

Indentions   2 4 2 3 + 6 3 1 + 3

Space for coffee machine

Space for cups /mugs

Anti-theft cable fixture

Certifications  FSC® FSC® FSC® FSC® FSC® FSC®

Material  Beech wood Beech wood Beech wood Beech wood Beech / Melamine Beech wood

Available colours Natural / Cherry / Natural / Cherry / Natural / Cherry / Natural / Cherry / Mahogany / Black 
 (Other colours on request) Mahogany (Dark) Mahogany / Mahogany Mahogany Black

Bespoke possibilities

 

KETTLE OPTIONS:

Halo all versions 

Coral all versions 

Crimson EU 4240 - UK 4241

Saffron view EU 4069 - UK 4067

Product name Xanthic small Xanthic Xanthic large Xanthic Coffee&Tea Canella Orange 
Article number 4115P 4072P 4116 4135P 4160 4215 

For more technical details view our technical product sheets. Download these via www.bentleyeurope.com or contact us.



bentley 
in-house

design

bentley 
in-house

design

• 0,5 litre
• 800 w (220 – 240 v, 50/60 Hz)
• concealed heating element
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protection
• red indicator light
• 360° rotatable, Strix controller
• CE / Intertek GS approved
• available in stainless steel or
 matte black

Dimensions:
top diameter Ø 8 cm 
size of base Ø 14 cm 
overall height 19 cm 
Item numbers: 
EU 4086 / UK 4087 (stainless steel)
EU 4146 / UK 4147 (matte black)

Coral
0,5 litre compact kettle

green
choice

• 0,7 litre
• 1000 w (230 v, 50/60 Hz)
• double wall, stainless steel inside
• concealed heating element
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protection
• blue LED indicator light around the body
• water filter in spout (replaceable)
• extra large opening (lid opens 90°)
• 360° rotatable, Strix controller
• CE / Intertek GS approved
• available in matte black or white

Dimensions:
top diameter ø 12 cm 
size of base ø 12,4 cm
overall height 17 cm
Item numbers:
EU 4243 / UK 4244 (matte black)
EU 4247 / UK 4248 (white)

• 0,8 litre
• 1200 w (230 v, 50/60 Hz)
• stainless steel body
• concealed heating element
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protection
• blue LED indicator light around the body
• water filter in spout (replaceable)
• extra large opening (lid opens 90°)
• 360° rotatable, Strix controller
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
top diameter ø 12 cm 
size of base ø 12,4 cm
overall height 17 cm
Item numbers:
EU 4250 / UK 4251

24 Halo
0,7 litre compact 
double wall kettle

Halo
0,8 litre compact 
STAINLESS STEEL kettle

double
wall

stainless
steel



Saffron view
1 litre brushed stainless steel 
kettle with sight window
• 1 litre
• 1500 w (220 – 240 v, 50/60 Hz)
• concealed heating element
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protection
• red indicator light
• water level indicator / water filter
 in spout
• 360° rotatable, Strix controller
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
top diameter ø 9 cm 
size of base ø 14,5 cm
overall height 21,5 cm
Item numbers: EU 4069 / UK 4067

1 litre
luxury

Crimson
1 litre glass kettle

• 1 litre
• 1850-2200 w (220 – 240 v, 50/60 Hz)
• concealed heating element
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protection
• blue LED indicator ring underneath
 the glass body
• water level indicator / water filter
 in spout
• 360° rotatable, Strix controller
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
top diameter ø 13 cm 
size of base ø 14 cm
overall height 19 cm
Item numbers: EU 4240 / UK 4241

elegant
glass

25



hairdryers
POWERFUL & STYLISH
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Sirocco
hotel hairdryer with retractable cord

Levante
hotel hairdryer with foldable grip 
and retractable cord

• safe 1800 – 2100 w hotel hairdryer with overheating protection
• strong retractable cord mechanism (180 cm cable)
• space-saving, easy to store
• cold air button
• three temperature settings
• two speed settings
• removable nozzle and air filter for easy cleaning
• durable matte finish
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
22 x 8,5 x 22 cm 
(w x d x h) (excl. nozzle) 
Item numbers: EU 6060N / UK 6061N

27

• safe 1800 – 2100 w hotel hairdryer with overheating protection
• robust folding mechanism, proven durability
• strong retractable cord mechanism (160 cm cable)
• space saving, easy to store
• permanent ionisation function, protects and
 volumes the hair
• cold air button and three temperature / speed settings
• removable nozzle and air filter for easy cleaning
• durable and strong matte finish
• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
27,5 x 9,5 x 28,5 cm (w x d x h) (incl. nozzle)
folded 21,5 x 9,5 x 15 cm (w x d x h) (excl. nozzle)
Item numbers: EU 6065 / UK 6066

optional
hairdryer bag

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



scales
ELEGANT & PRECISE

28
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Cindy
battery-free hotel scale
• safe tempered glass, easy to clean
• battery-free, works by tapping
 the central button to
 generate power
• equipped with high
 precision sensors for
 accurate measure
• round edges on all sides,
 minimum step-up height
• 3-inch LCD screen
• max. capacity 180 kg / 397 lb
• available in black
 or white

Dimensions:
32 x 26 x 2,5 cm (w x d x h)
Item numbers:
4533 (white) / 4534 (black) 

Doutzen
scale with easy cleaning surface
• matte glass surface, easy to clean
• auto on when you step on it
• equipped with high-precision
 strain gauge sensors
• LCD screen size 74 x 28 mm with
 low battery indicator
• max. capacity 150 kg / 330 lb
• 3v lithium cell battery (incl.)
• battery cover with screw

Dimensions:
30 x 30 x 1,5 cm (w x d x h) 
Item number: 4496N 
 

Naomi
scale with less 
slippery surface

• less slippery when wet
• auto on when you step on it
• equipped with high-precision 
 strain gauge sensors
• large LCD screen size 74 x 40 mm 
 with low battery indicator
• max. capacity 150 kg / 330 lb
• 3v lithium cell battery (incl.)
• battery cover with screw 
 
Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 1,5 cm (w x d x h) 
Item number: 4499 

Kate
scale with clear glass surface
• elegant clear glass surface
• auto on when you step on it
• equipped with high-precision 
 strain gauge sensors
• low step-up height and
 rounded edges
• LCD screen size 52 x 24 mm with 
 low battery indicator
• max. capacity 150 kg / 330 lb
• 3v lithium cell battery (incl.)

Dimensions:
29 x 30 x 2 cm (w x d x h) 
Item number: 4497 
 

Environmentally
friendly due to

battery-free function.

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



luggage
racks

STRONG & FOLDABLE
30



bespoke production
available on request for
our complete collection

of luggage racks

Sienna
foldable wooden luggage rack

Lucca
solid stainless steel luggage rack

Modena
robust foldable luggage rack 

• European made, with 
 or without back rest
• flat when folded up
• five strong black nylon 
 straps
• available in three standard
 colours (mahogany,
 natural and black)

Dimensions open: (w x d x h)
60 x 63 x 59 cm (with back rest)
60 x 63 x 53 cm (without back rest) 
strap height: 51 cm
Dimensions folded: (w x d x h)
60 x 11 x 84 cm (with back rest)
60 x 11 x 80 cm (without back rest)
Item numbers:
Regular: 4484 (natural) /
4486 (mahogany) / 4488 (black)
With backrest: 4485 (natural) /
4487 (mahogany) / 4489 (black)

• solid stainless steel frame 
• flowing arched design, back rest doesn’t touch the wall 
• four strong PU leather straps (available with brown
 or black straps)
• nylon seatbelt inside for maximum stability
• foot protectors included 

Dimensions open:
51 x 54 x 54 cm (w x d x h) 
strap height: 42 cm 
Dimensions folded:
51 x 12 x 77 cm (w x d x h)
Item number: 4449

31

• strong robust frame 
• rectangular tube design 
• five strong black PU leather straps 
• nylon seatbelt inside for maximum stability
• available in chrome and matte black 

Dimensions open:
52 x 47 x 60 cm (w x d x h) 
strap height: 49 cm 
Dimensions folded:
52 x 9 x 76 cm (w x d x h) 
Item number: 4450 (chrome) / 4508 (matte black) 



chargers
+ audio

MULTIFUNCTIONAL & EASY TO USE

32



2x

1x

Optional remote control:
Set the time of the clock
with the push of a button,

ideal for housekeeping.

33Forte
hotel audio clock with 
dual usb and bluetooth
• easy to use alarm clock with snooze function
• dual front USB ports for charging two devices
• upright stand for placing a phone 
• multi-level dimmable 2,5 inch LCD screen
• built-in Bluetooth wireless music player
• high-quality stereo
 speaker system
• FM radio (listen and
 alarm function)
• anti-theft cable included
• backup clock memory
 (3x AAA battery, excl.)

• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
12 x 12 x 13,5 cm (w x d x h) 
Item number: 4700 (EU & UK)

Molto
HOTEL AUDIO CLOCK WITH 
Qi charging, USB and bluetooth
• easy to use clock with dual alarm and snooze function
• wireless Qi charger at the top (fast 10W)
• USB port at the backside (1A)
• multi-level dimmable 2,5 inch LCD screen
• built-in Bluetooth wireless music player
• FM radio (listen and alarm function)

• CE / Intertek GS approved

Dimensions:
13,8 x 13,8 x 6 cm 
(w x d x h)
Item number: 4703 (EU & UK)

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



rollaway
beds

SMOOTH ROLLING
NIGHT TIME COMFORT34



Verdi
rollaway 
folding 
extra bed

Jade
rollaway upright extra bed
• 100% Dutch design, made in The Netherlands
• strong and durable powder coated steel frame
• space saving due to the design of the headboard (4 beds can be stored on 1,5 m2)
• full-size bed with comfortable spring mattress: 90 x 190 cm
• extra comfort and weight balance thanks to 19 strong wooden slats
• easy to put the bed upright and down due to the folding legs 
• heavy duty wheels to prevent damage to the floor

Dimensions:
frame 90 x 45 x 203 cm (w x d x h)
mattress 90 x 190 x 23 cm (w x d x h)
Item number: 4455
(optional dust cover: 4463) 

>>
Optional hygienic 

dust cover

Optional hygienic 
dust cover

>>

• 100% Dutch design,
 made in The Netherlands
• strong and durable powder
 coated steel frame
• largest extra bed available on the
 hotel market: 90 x 210 cm
• extra comfort and weight balance thanks to
 19 strong wooden slats
• wooden headboard
• comfortable SG40 foam 10 cm mattress
• easy to fold and unfold due to the unique folding system
• heavy duty wheels to prevent damage to the floor

Dimensions:
open 90 x 210 x 45 cm (w x d x h)
folded 90 x 40 x 120 cm (w x d x h)
mattress 90 x 205 x 10 cm (w x d x h)
Item number: 4440
(optional dust cover: 4453) 
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baby cribs
DURABLE & FOLDABLE
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EN716 certified
meets international
hotel specifications

Limea
safe foldable wooden baby crib

lockable wheels

moulded 
butterfly 

hinges and 
safe clear 

railings
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• made of durable and strong hardwood
• base and mattress can be stored in the crib when folded
• double width heavy duty swivel casters for maximum durability
• including 7,5 cm foam fire-retardant mattress
• including dust cover for clean storage
• compliant with: CPSC 16 / CFR 1220 /
 EN716 and JPMA certified

Dimensions:
open: 101 x 67 x 102 cm (w x d x h)
folded: 101 x 24 x 102 cm (w x d x h)
mattress: 96 x 60 x 7,5 cm (w x d x h)
Item numbers:
4465 (natural) / 4466 (dark mahogany) 

ON ALL BENTLEY PRODUCTS



our clients
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Examples of references.
For more references, please contact us:

Zürich Radisson Blu, Zürich airport, 300+ room
Amsterdam Okura, 300+ rooms
Paris Pullman Tour Eiffel, 300+ rooms
London Park Plaza Westminster Bridge, 1000+ rooms
Oslo Radisson Blu, 70+ rooms
Istanbul Marriott Courtyard, 200+ rooms
Riyadh Nobu Hotel, 200+ rooms
Dalaman Hilton Dalaman, 400+ rooms
Kampala Serena, 100+ rooms
Nairobi Serena, 100+ rooms / Intercontinental, 100+ rooms      
Johannesburg Morukuru, 100+ rooms
Beirut Hilton, 200+ rooms
Manama Moevenpick, 100 rooms
Doha Mondrian Doha, 270 rooms
Dubai JW Marriott Marquis, 1600+ rooms/
Rove Hotels, 300+ rooms
Mumbai Taj President, 100+ rooms
Mekkah Fairmont, 1000+ rooms
Cairo Fairmont, 200+ rooms
Singapore Capella, Sentosa, 200+ rooms /
Four Seasons, 100+ rooms
Mauritius Hilton, 100+ rooms
Seychelles Hilton, 100+ rooms
Willemstad Papagayo, 100+ rooms 
Accra Golden Tulip, 100+ rooms
Manila Tiger Resort, 1000+ rooms
St. Petersburg Park Inn Pulkovo Airport, 200+ rooms 
Chelyabinsk Radisson Blu Radisson, 200+ rooms
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